Here we provide a discussion regarding the applicability of a family of traditional heat transfer correlation based models for several (unit level) heat transfer problems associated with flight heat transfer estimates and internal flow heat transfer associated with an experimental simulation design (Dobranich 2014).
this factor. Results using this correction are in overall agreement with CFD and classical measurements based correlation correction approaches for the cylindrical portion of the body.
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We emphasize that these expressions are valid for the geometries they have been derived for e.g. the fully developed annular flow or simple external flow problems. Typically, the the actual geometry for an applied problem can be more complex which may correspondingly modify the heat transfer behavior.
While it may be possible to capture higher order effects using analytical models, it is perhaps more realistic to utilize CFD based simulation results to understand the heat transfer effects that result for the actual physical geometry.
Though, the application of flat plate skin friction estimate to cylindrical bodies is a common first-order modeling procedure to estimate skin friction and heat transfer, an over-prediction bias is often observed using these approximations for missile type bodies. To provide a correction for this effect we develop a simple scaling factor for flat plate turbulent skin friction and heat transfer solutions (correlations) applied 
II. ANALYSIS/RESULTS
Correlation based models are developed for external compressible flows and internal annular flows. A missile body heat transfer correction is then discussed.
A. Compressible External Flow
The model is described by the family of correlations (Holman 1986 ) (for Stanton number): Where the Reynold's number is based upon a "reference temperature" T * computed as: The adiabatic wall temperature is given by: Let's then compare the behavior and trend of equations (1)- (4) Regardless, we believe that the inherent error associated with model of this class, is on the order of 10% and it follows that there is likely little reason to be concerned regarding the viability of the Holman correlation to achieve the goal of providing "engineering accuracy" analytical estimates for the B61 flight regime. (12) and (14) to (1) We plot these results for the four models in figure 4 . empirical free-flight models suggests relative differences for heat transfer coefficients on the order of 10%, while the internal annular flow behavior is larger with differences on the order of 20%. We emphasize that these expressions are valid for the geometries they have been derived for e.g. the fully developed annular flow.
We conclude by examining some "high temperature" correction effects. Property variation in the supporting models becomes a significant issue when a modeling heating or cooling problem with a large variation in the wall temperature versus the bulk temperature. Traditionally, one evaluates all properties at the film temperature, i.e.: We use c=0.77. Correspondingly, a turbulent value is estimated as: Figure 7 . Incompressible flat plate heat transfer estimates using piecewise Holman, 1/7 power law and White's method for skin friction and Reynolds analogy. Any of these correlations is adequate for engineering modeling,
The preceding discussion suggests that there might be a connection between blunt body flow behavior near the nose of missile bodies and the skin friction estimates on the cylindrical zero pressure gradient portion. A simple scaling law is suggested. Additional examination of CFD/experimental data would seem appropriate. Moreover a more formal examination of boundary layer flows which start in stagnation/large pressure gradient regions may be useful.
III. CONCLUSIONS
.
Here we provide a brief discussion of the applicability of a family of traditional heat transfer correlation based models for several (unit level) heat transfer problems associated with flight heat transfer estimates and internal flow heat transfer associated with an experimental simulation design. Variability between semi-empirical free-flight models suggests relative differences for heat transfer coefficients on the order of 10%, while the internal annular flow behavior is larger with differences on the order of 20%. We emphasize that these expressions are valid for the geometries they have been derived for e.g. the fully developed annular flow or simple external flow problems. 
